The document requests changes to four reference glyphs on U+203D8, U+2D156, and U+25B9F.

1 U+203D8

The current code chart (Version 15.1) shows:

![Glyph Image]

which refers to the seventh head character in page 225, volume 1 of *Hanyu Dazidian* (Version 1). And the evidence shows:

![Evidence Image]

So the current reference glyph has an extra component 亻 on the top. And the correct IDS should be 們亻亻口言. We can also use WG2 N5242 as a reference to show the *Zhouwen* form:
The current code chart (Version 15.1) shows:

![Character Image]

The character is first proposed by SAT. According to IRG N1883, the evidence can be found here, page 281, referring to the third comment, page 14, volume 38, number 1765.

The character appears only once in SAT Database. But this character appears another six times in SAT [On number 2037, volume 49: page 748, line c18 & c19; page 749, line a22 & c14; page 751, line a27; page 755, line c11].

In IRG N2418, China requests for horizontal extension on this character. According to the evidences:
For the 漢書補注 evidence, according to other versions:

- 《漢書》(中華書局, 1962): “……延弟褒新侯匡為太師將軍，永為新室輔。”
- 《漢書今注》(鳳凰出版社, 2013): “……延弟褒新侯匡為太師將軍，永為新室輔。”
- 《全上古三代秦漢三國六朝文》(中華書局, 1958): “……延弟褒新侯匡為太師將軍。永為新室輔。”
- 《冊府元龜》(鳳凰出版社, 2006): “……延弟褒為新侯，康為太師將軍，永為新室輔。”

For the 新雕孙真人千金方校注 evidences, according to other versions:

- 《药王山医碑录释: 千金宝要》(三秦出版社, 1993): “……以面拥病上，内盐花面匡中，厚二寸，其下以桑叶三重……”
- 《药王孙思邈医药方集》(世界图书出版西安公司, 1999): “……以面拥病上，内盐花面匡中，厚二寸，其下以桑叶三重……”
- 《备急千金要方校释》(人民卫生出版社, 1998): “……冷气至凛凛然，时乃至床坐睡倒，是下生气至，名曰阳消而阴息。”
- 《千金方》(华夏出版社, 1993): “……凛凛然时乃至床坐睡倒，是下生气至，名曰阳消而阴息。”
- 《医心方》(华夏出版社, 1996): “刺目匡上陷骨中脉，中漏啞。”
- 《医心方》(上海科学技术出版社, 1998): “……刺目匡上陷骨中脉中，漏啞。”

So all the evidences point to the variant of 匡 [meaning {匡床} or {眼眶}]. This is a common taboo form in Song Dynasty literature. According to CCV Dictionary (A00419–003), the bottom horizontal bar is removed [集韻 and 廣韻 are shown below, note that the last stroke of 王 is not removed, but the horizontal part of 匡 is removed].

So the current IDS for the current reference glyph 匡 is wrong and should be updated to 王.
The current code chart (Version 15.1) shows:

![U+25B9F 箑](image)

which refers to the eleventh head character in page 889 of Kangxi Dictionary. And the evidence shows [集韻 evidence is shown below on the right]:
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For the same reason as Section 2, the current IDS for the current reference glyph [日^{^}囂] is wrong and should be updated to [日^{^}囂], or can be normalized to [日^{^}囂]. We can also use WG2 N5242 as a reference to show the Zhengzhuan form:
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